Connected Learning
Team
Primary
Year 6
Integrated Learning Package
English
Mathematics
2 weeks

Year 6 ENGLISH
Writing
Expressing and Developing Ideas: Investigate how complex
sentences can be used in a variety of ways to elaborate, extend
and explain ideas (ACELA1522)
Text Organisation and Structure: Understand how authors often
innovate on text structures and play with language features to
achieve particular aesthetic, humorous and persuasive purposes
and effects (ACELA1518)

Reading
Responding to Literature: Analyse and evaluate similarities
and differences in texts on similar topics, themes or plots
(ACELT1614)

Year 6 Mathematics
Number and Algebra
Number and Place Value: Identify and describe properties of
prime, composite, square and triangular numbers (ACMNA122)

Measurement and Geometry
Using units of measurement: Solve problems involving the
comparison of lengths and areas using appropriate unites
(ACMMG137)
Geometric Reasoning: Investigate, with and without digital
technologies, angles on a straight line, angles at a point and
vertically opposite angles. Use results to find unknown angles
(ACMMG141)
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WELCOME TO…

Day 1

Reading
Topic:
Reading
comprehension:
Finding the main
idea
We are learning
to…

Time required:
45 minutes

I will be successful if I can…
o Read the information
and gather the central
use a range of
idea (usually the topic
comprehension
sentence helps with
strategies to
this).
interpret,
o Write down the main
understand and
idea of the
analyse text.
paragraph/text in your
own words
o Write 2 supporting
ideas for the main
idea.
Finding the main idea:

Let’s check in!
How are you feeling?
Comment:

____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Finding the main idea of a paragraph, a chapter or a longer text requires you to find
the topic of the text and then uncover what the writer wants us to know about that
topic.

7

Main Idea

Supporting Evidence

Supporting Evidence

Tom’s parents
want him to learn
an instrument.

Tom wants to
play the
saxophone.

What type of text
do you think this? ______________________________________________________
Why?
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
Which instrument
do you think Tom
should play?
Why?

______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
8

______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
Convince Tom’s
Brainstorm your ideas here:
parents to let him
play the
saxophone.
Display your
reasons in text
message format
___________________________________________________
on the mobile
___________________________________________________
phone.
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
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What I’m proud of:

Questions I still have:

Time taken to complete:

Let’s check in again!
How are you feeling
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Writing
Topic:
Simple Sentences/
Parts of Speech
We are learning to…
identify nouns, verbs
and adjectives in
simple sentences

Time required:
45 minutes

Let’s check in!
How are you feeling?

I will be successful if I
Comment:
can…
o Identify a noun,
verb and
adjective
o Identify the
subject in a simple ___________________________
sentence
___________________________
o Create your own
simple sentence
___________________________

Every sentence needs to:
-

Include at least one noun
Include at least one verb
Have a capital letter
Have a full stop, question mark or exclamation mark.
Make sense

Nouns:
A word that names a person, place, thing or idea. Eg. Jim, boy, carpark,
love, friendship, happiness, flock, class, band

Verbs:
Are action words. They tell what a noun is doing. Eg. Play, crashed, ran,
running, draw, was, is, am going, has been.

Simple Sentences:
Has a subject and a verb. The subject is the person or thing doing the
action.
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1. Draw a box around the nouns and underline the verbs in these simple
sentences. The first one has been done for you:
a) Jamie pushed the cart down the street.
b) I love to make mud pies at the park.
c) The teacher waited in the carpark.
d) Lego Masters is the best TV show.
e) Sally pushed her way to the front of the line.
f) Camping down by the river was the best way to spend our holidays.
g) Stephen jumped back when the door slammed closed.
2. Now go back to the sentences you just read and colour in the
subject for each sentence. The first sentence has been done for you.

Adjectives:
A word that describes a noun or pronoun. Eg. Tall, wavy, greasy, charming,
cruel, fantastic
3. Complete these sentences by including the relevant adjective:
Standing at the top of her __________________ driveway, Mrs Jones looked
down her street. She saw her _________________neighbour, Tim, mowing his
_____________________ grass. It looked _____________. A few doors down
some _______ children were riding their bikes and laughing ______________
to each other. Mrs Jones took in a ___________ breath and smiled to herself.
What a _____________ street!
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4. Create your own simple sentences that include a noun, adjective and
verb. Write n, a and v above each of these words and colour in your
subject.
1.
_______________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

2.
_______________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
3.
_______________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
4.
_______________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
5.
_______________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
What I’m proud of:

Questions I still have:

Time taken to complete:

Let’s check in again!
How are you feeling?
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Maths
Topic:
Multiples

Time required:
75 minutes

We are learning to…

I will be successful if I
can…
Comment:
o identify a multiple
o give examples
of different multiples
o using my own words
____________________________
explain
what a multiple is

identify and
describe multiples

Let’s check in!
How are you feeling?

_____________________________

Daily Multiplication Facts Challenge
It is time for your quick facts! Complete the table below as quickly as
possible. Remember to time yourself and press STOP! when you have
finished. There is a space below for you to write your time taken.

x

3

6

18

9

27

11

33

7

5

11

10

2

6

12

9

8

4

7
10
4
3
8
12
5
2
Time taken: ________ minutes ________ seconds
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Use a colour coding system to identify (colour) the 4s, 6s and 7s timetables.

1
11
21
31
41
51
61
71
81
91

2
12
22
32
42
52
62
72
82
92

3
13
3
33
43
53
63
73
83
93

4
14
24
34
44
54
64
74
84
94

5
15
25
35
45
55
65
75
85
95

6
16
26
36
46
56
66
76
86
96

7
17
27
37
47
57
67
77
87
97

8
18
28
38
48
58
68
78
88
98

9
19
29
39
49
59
69
79
89
99

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

Definition

Examples

A multiple is a whole
number that can
be divided by another
number a certain
amount of times, without
a remainder.

What are the multiples of 4?

Multiples are most often
thought about as skip
counting or “count by”
numbers.

We can skip count by 4s....
4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24
We can also use our timetable knowledge
to identify multiples...
40 is a multiple of 4 as 40 is a number in the 4s
timetable.

How can I work out a multiple of a number?
You will identify a multiple of a number, when you multiply a number by
another number. Such as multiplying by 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 etc. A multiple is just
like the answers to your timetable facts.
For example, to find the multiples of 7, multiply 7 by 1, 7 by 2, 7 by 3, and so
on.
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To find the multiples of 10, multiply 10 by 1, 10 by 2, 10 by 3, and so on.
The multiples are the products (totals/answers) of these multiplication facts.
Try to identify and list the multiples of the numbers below:

5

8

9

5 x 1 = _____
5 x ____ = _____

Find the multiples of the numbers below:

3

11

7

12

5

6

16

CHALLENGE Find the multiples of these larger numbers below:

45

93

217

What I’m proud of:

Questions I still have:

Time taken to complete:

Let’s check in again!
How are you feeling
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
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WELCOME TO…

Day 2

18

Reading
Topic:
Reading
comprehension:
Finding the main
idea

Time required:
45 minutes

I will be successful if I
We are learning to can…
use a range of
o Read the
comprehension
information
strategies to
and gather the
interpret,
central idea
understand and
(usually the
analyse text.
topic sentence
helps with this).
o Write down the
main idea of
the
paragraph/text
in your own
words
Write 2
supporting
ideas for the
main idea.

Let’s check in!
How are you feeling?
Comment:
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
__________________________________

Finding the main idea:
Finding the main idea of a paragraph, a chapter or a longer text requires
you to find the topic of the text and then uncover what the writer wants us
to know about that topic.
What do you know already about the Nile river?

19

20

The Nile River in the sand by Molly Aloian Available to read or listen to for free
on Epic Books

Main Idea

Supporting Evidence

Supporting Evidence

The Nile river is
the world’s
longest
waterway.
Lots of people
rely on the Nile
for many things.

What type of
text do you
______________________________________________________
think this? Why?
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
Why do you
think the author
wrote this text?
Who is the
intended
audience?

______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

Convince a
friend to go on
a holiday with
you to visit the
Nile river. What
reasons would
you use?

Brainstorm your ideas here:
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Use the mobile
phone to show
a text
conversation
between you
and your friend.
List the reasons
you listed
above and
include their
responses.

___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
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What I’m proud of:

Questions I still have:

Time taken to complete:

Let’s check in again!
How are you feeling?

___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
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Writing
Topic:
Understanding clauses

Time required:
45 minutes

We are learning to…

I will be successful if I
can…
Comment:
o identify a clause
o identify a
conjunction
o create compound
___________________________
sentences.

identify the use of
different clauses and
use them to write
compound sentences.

Let’s check in!
How are you feeling?

What is an independent clause?
In the last lesson we learned about simple sentences. Simple sentences are
independent clauses.
An independent clause is a group of words that includes a subject and a
verb.

Compound sentences:
A compound sentence is made of two or more independent clauses
joined by a comma, semicolon or coordinating conjunction.
Eg. After I ate my breakfast, I brushed my teeth.
This compound sentence has two independent clauses (both underlined
which are joined by a comma.
Eg. Stephen walked to the shops, while Anne waited at home.
This compound sentence has two independent clauses (both underlined
which are joined by a coordinating conjunction (while).

What is a coordinating conjunction?
A coordinating conjunction joins two independent clauses together. These
clauses can stand alone. Coordinating conjunctions are used to create
compound sentences.
Eg. For, and, nor, but, or, yet, so (FANBOYS)
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Remember! A clause is a group of words that includes a subject and
a verb.
1. Underline the clause in each example. HINT: Some of these examples are
simple sentences and some are compound sentences.
For example: After I went to the beach, I bought an ice cream.
a) I went to the shop and I bought carrots.
b) Sally and Stephen wanted to go to Adventure World.
c) After eating too much ice cream, Jen began to feel sick.
d) Mel was excited to see Kym, as they had not seen each other in a while.
e) School uniforms are a must for all students.
f) I like to go camping and fishing on the weekend.
g) Once we finish our homework, we will get to play outside.

2. Circle the conjunction in each example:
For example: I went to Optus Stadium and I watched the Eagles win!
a) After we watched Teen Titans, my family wanted to watch the News.
Boring!
b) DanTDM is my favourite YouTuber and Minecraft is my favourite game.
c) She still went for a swim, even though the water was cold.
d) When I went to the beach, I saw Bondi Rescue being filmed!
e) On the weekend, I like to either ride my scooter or my skateboard.
f) My least favourite food is spaghetti but I love to eat pizza!
g) Once we finish our homework, we will get to play outside.
25

COMPOUND SENTENCES
Use coordinating conjunctions to write your own compound sentences
below. Word Bank: for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so.
Underline each independent clause and colour in the coordinating
conjunction.
1.
_______________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

2.
_______________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
3.
_______________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
4.
_______________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
5.
_______________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
What I’m proud of:
Questions I still have:

Time taken to complete:

Let’s check in again!
How are you feeling?
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Maths
Topic:
Factors

Time required:
75 minutes

We are learning to
identify and describe
factors.

Let’s check in!
How are you feeling?

I will be successful if I
can…
o identify a factor
o give examples of
different factors
o using my own
words explain
what a factor is

Comment:

___________________________

Use a colour coding system to skip count by 3s, 5s and 10s

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

3

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

88

89

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100
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Definition

Examples

A factor is a whole
number that divides
exactly into another
number.

What are the factors of 10?
10

A factor pair is two
numbers together to
form a product.

1

x

10

2

x

5

So: 1, 2, 5 and 10 are all factors of 10

How can I work out the factors of a
number?
To find the factors of a number, first divide the number by 1 and then keep
working down using the next number that will divide exactly. Remember to
record your factor pairs! Try to fill in the blanks below:

20

24

48

1

x

20

1

x

___

1

x

48

2

x

10

2

x

12

___

x

24

4

x

5

___
__
4

x

8

3

x

___

x

___

4

x

___

___

x

8

Create some of your own below:

28

Find the factors of the numbers below:
13

39

44

96

75

32

60

120

What I’m proud of:

Questions I still have:

Time taken to complete:

Let’s check in again!
How are you feeling?
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WELCOME TO…

Day 3

30

Reading
Reading
comprehension: Fact
and Opinion
We are learning to…
use a range of
comprehension
strategies to interpret,
understand and
analyse text.

Time required:
45 minutes

Let’s check in!
How are you feeling?

I will be successful if I
can…
o Identify the
difference
between a fact
and an opinion
Organise information
from a text into fact
and opinion

Comment:

___________________________

Fact and Opinion:

Author’s often use a mixture of facts and opinions to create their texts. Sometimes these
can sway the reader’s opinion.

Use the space below to brainstorm facts and opinions about you!
Look at the example below before getting started.
FACTS
I am 34 years old.
My eyes are blue.
I have a dog.

OPINIONS
Maths is the best subject.
The Eagles are the best AFL team.
My dog is the cutest dog in the world.

FACTS

OPINIONS

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

Look at the list of sentences below. Highlight the FACTS in one colour and
the OPINIONS in another colour.
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Use the key below to explain your colour coding.
Fact
Opinion
1. January is the first month of the year.
2. Perth is the capital city of Western Australia.
3. Orangutans are cute and cuddly.
4. Aussie Rules is better than soccer.
5. I am really fast at running.
6. I am tall.
7. Sami’s hair looks better when it’s dyed red.
8. Mr Thomas is the best Maths teacher.
Use the text on the next page to complete the following table. Find as
many facts and opinions in the text as you can!
Facts

Opinions

32

33

34

What I’m proud of:

Questions I still have:

Time taken to complete:

Let’s check in again!
How are you feeling?
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Writing
Topic:
Understanding clauses

Time required:
45 minutes

We are learning to…

I will be successful if I
can…
Comment:
o identify a
dependent clause
o identify a
subordinating
___________________________
conjunction
o create complex
sentences.

identify the use of
different clauses and
use them to write
complex sentences.

Let’s check in!
How are you feeling?

What is an independent clause?
An independent clause is a group of words that includes a subject and a
verb.
Eg. Jim sat patiently in his car.

What is a dependent clause?
A dependent clause is not a complete thought or sentence, but instead it
adds onto an independent clause to provide further information.
Eg. Jim sat patiently in his car while his Mum finished talking to her friends.
Dependent clauses can be located in before or after an independent
clause. If a dependent clause is before an independent clause then a
comma is used to separate the two clauses.
AFTER: Jim sat patiently in his car, while his Mum finished talking to her
friends.
BEFORE: While his Mum finished talking to her friends, Jim sat patiently in his
car.

What is a subordinating conjunction?
A subordinating conjunction joins an independent and dependent clause
together. Subordinating conjunctions are used to create complex
sentences.
Eg. once, while, when, whenever, where, wherever, before, and after
36

Use the word bank below to sort the words into coordinating and
subordinating conjunctions.
Word bank
because
and
while

but
when

so

however
whenever.
as soon as

Subordinating
conjunctions

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

for
if

or

Coordinating
conjunctions

yet
nor
before

___________________________

1. Highlight the independent clause that can stand alone as a
sentence.
a.)

When the town flooded, many properties were damaged.

b.)

I will make the beds, while you cook breakfast.

c.)

The children saw many interesting science experiments, when they
went on their excursion.

d.)

Although it was cold, we played on the beach.

e.)

I did not see Scott today because he was playing soccer.

2. Highlight the dependent clause (needs more information
and includes a subordinating conjunction).
a.)

While my mother is at the store, I must watch my little brother.

b.)

Right before the tornado came, the chickens were acting
strangely.
37

c.)

The boys were best friends, since Travis moved to town.

d.)

We picked Hannah because she is the best player.

e.)

The band will practice on Friday, unless it rains.

f.)

Although it is a good idea, we don’t have time to paint the walls.

3. Complete these dependent clauses with an independent clause.

a.) Although Sue enjoyed playing netball, ___________________
_________________________________________________________
b.) After his birthday party was over, ________________________
_________________________________________________________
c.) Since the beginning of the year, _________________________
_________________________________________________________
d.) Before the general shouted his orders, ____________________
_________________________________________________________
e.) While Liz splashed in the pool, ____________________________
_________________________________________________________

What I’m proud of:

Questions I still have:

Time taken to complete:

Let’s check in again!
How are you feeling?
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Maths
Topic:
Factors

Time required:
75 minutes

Let’s check in!
How are you feeling?

I will be successful if I
can…
Comment:
We are learning to
o identify a factor
identify and describe
o give examples of
factors.
different factors
o using my own
___________________________
words explain
what a factor is
Choose a level from the solvemoji challenge below. Answer your level then
check your answers. (you can do more than one)
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

39

I chose to complete level: ______________
I chose this level because: ________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
My answer is _________________________________________
Here is how I worked it out:

List all the factors for each number below, you may like to look at yesterday’s
factor work to jog your memory.
24
35
9
42
50
19
12
31
7
16
18
45

40

Using your own words and pictures write a definition for the maths term
factor.

Create a graphic organiser that would help students to quickly find the
factors of any number.

What I’m proud of:

Questions I still have:

Time taken to complete:

Let’s check in again!
How are you feeling?
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WELCOME TO…

Day 4

42

Reading
Topic:
Reading
comprehension:
Fact and Opinion
We are learning
to…
use a range of
comprehension
strategies to
interpret,
understand and
analyse text.

Time required:
45 minutes

Let’s check in!
How are you feeling?

Comment:
I will be successful if I
can…
o Identify the
difference
between a fact
__________________________________
and an opinion
o Organise
__________________________________
information from a
text into fact and
__________________________________
opinion

Fact and Opinion:

Author’s often use a mixture of facts and opinions to create their texts. Sometimes these
can sway the reader’s opinion.

Use the space below to brainstorm facts and opinions about your favourite
sport or animal.
Look at the example below before getting started.
FACTS
Wombats are native to Australia.
The Northern hairy-nosed wombat is
endangered.
Bare nosed wombats have a bare
pointed nose.

OPINIONS
Wombats are super cute!
Wombats are pudgy and slow.
Wombats are awesome diggers

FACTS

OPINIONS

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________
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Look at the list of sentences below. Highlight the FACTS in one colour and
the OPINIONS in another colour.
Use the key below to explain your colour coding.
Fact
Opinion
1. The school canteen should sell pizzas on Fridays.
2. I prefer to ride on a train than on a bus.
3. Chocolate ice cream is the best ice cream flavour.
4. I love to have a day-time nap.
5. Home and Away should not be on tv anymore. It is boring!
6. Every day the sun comes up.
7. Spring comes after Winter.
8. The capital city of Indonesia is Jakarta.
Use the text on the next page to complete the following table. Find as
many facts and opinions in the text as you can!
Facts

Opinions

44

What I’m proud of:

Questions I still have:

Time taken to complete:

Let’s check in again!
How are you feeling?

Writing
Topic:
Understanding clauses

Time required:
45 minutes

We are learning to…

I will be successful if I
can…
Comment:
o identify a
dependent clause
o identify a
subordinating
___________________________
conjunction
o create complex
sentences.

identify the use of
different clauses and
use them to write
complex sentences.

Let’s check in!
How are you feeling?

What is an independent clause?
An independent clause is a group of words that includes a subject and a
verb.
Eg. Jim sat patiently in his car.

What is a dependent clause?
A dependent clause is not a complete thought or sentence, but instead it
adds onto an independent clause to provide further information.
Eg. Jim sat patiently in his car, while his Mum finished talking to her friends.
Dependent clauses can be located in before or after an independent
clause. If a dependent clause is before an independent clause then a
comma is used to separate the two clauses.
AFTER: Jim sat patiently in his car, while his Mum finished talking to her
friends.
BEFORE: While his Mum finished talking to her friends, Jim sat patiently in his
car.

What is a subordinating conjunction?
A subordinating conjunction joins an independent and dependent clause
together. Subordinating conjunctions are used to create complex
sentences.
Eg. once, while, when, whenever, where, wherever, before, and after

1. Choose which subordinating conjunction works best to join the clauses
together to make a complex sentence.
unless

that

despite

which

when

while

Beetles keep their wings folded, _______________ they are flying.
My mum made a chocolate cake, _______________ everyone enjoyed.
I will make the beds, _______________ you cook breakfast.
_______________ he finished reading his book, he returned it to the library.
Is this the basketball _______________ you lost?
My soccer team still played yesterday, _______________ it raining heavily.
2. Finish these sentences, by including additional information.
a.) While I was swimming, _______________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
b.) After the movie, _____________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
c.) As he was walking along the dirty sidewalk, ___________________________
________________________________________________________________________
d.) Before it was not too late, ___________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
e.) Even though the teacher had given the instruction, ___________________
________________________________________________________________________
f.) Despite all the protesting, _____________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
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3. Use this picture prompt to write a short paragraph including complex
sentences. Highlight your complex sentences in your favourite colour.

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

49

What I’m proud of:

Questions I still have:

Time taken to complete:

Let’s check in again!
How are you feeling?
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Maths
Topic:
Highest Common
Factor

Time required:
45 minutes

Let’s check in!
How are you feeling?

We are learning to find
the highest common
factor of a given
number.

I will be successful if I can
compare two numbers to
find the highest common
factor of a given number.

Comment:
________________________
________________________
________________________

Multiplication Facts Challenge

It is time for your quick facts! Complete the table below as quickly as possible.
Remember to time yourself and press STOP! when you have finished. There is a space
below for you to write your time taken.

x

3

7

5

11

10

2

6

12

9

8

4

6
9
11
7
10
4
3
8
12
5
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Time taken: ________ minutes ________ seconds
Did you beat yesterday’s score? (Circle) Yes / No
Go to the appendix to mark your work.
What are the factors of 81?

What are the factors of 121?

What are the factors of 55?

Definition
The highest common
factor is the highest
(greatest) number that
is a factor of two (or
more) given numbers.

Examples
The HCF of 12 and 16 is 4, because 1, 2 and 4 are
common factors of both 12 and 16, and 4 is the
highest (greatest) of them.

When we find all the
factors of two or more
given numbers, and
some factors are the
same (common), the
largest of those
common factors listed
in the highest common
factor (HCF).
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How can I work out the highest common factor of two or
more given numbers?
To identify the highest common factor of two (or more) given numbers, list all
factors of both numbers.
For example, say we are working towards finding the highest common factor
of 12 and 30. List the factors of both numbers.
Factors of 12: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 12
Factors of 30: 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 10, 15 and 30.
Underline the common factors of BOTH numbers.
Factors of 12: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 12
Factors of 30: 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 10, 15 and 30.
The common factors of 12 and 30 are 1, 2, 3 and 6.
Identify the highest common factor of 12 and 30 from factors 1, 2, 3 and 6.
The highest common factor of 12 and 30 is 6.
Try to identify the highest common factor of the pairs of numbers below:

15 and 21

18 and 30

28 and 35
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Find the highest common factor of the pairs of numbers below:

15 and 20

8 and 20

10 and 24

CHALLENGE Find the highest common factor of these numbers below:

18, 6 and 24

15, 9 and 24

14, 4 and 8

What I’m most proud of:

Questions I still have:

Time taken to complete:

Let’s check in again!
How are you feeling
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
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WELCOME TO…

Day 5

55

Reading
Topic:
Reading
comprehension:
Prediction
We are learning to…
use a range of
comprehension
strategies to interpret,
understand and
analyse text.

Time required:
45 minutes

Let’s check in!
How are you feeling?
Comment:

I will be successful if I
can…
Make a prediction about
the text using evidence.

________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________

Prediction:
We use prediction skills every time we read. Before we read, we think about
what the text might be about, what could happen and what the theme of
the text could be. While we are reading, we think about what could happen
next and whether the text has taken an unexpected turn. After we read, we
then reflect on our initial (starting) predictions and whether they were correct
or not. If they were incorrect, we think about why.
Today, you will make a prediction about a new text.
Using the title of the story and the picture below make a prediction
about what you think the text will be about.
Let them play!
My prediction

_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
Let them play by Margot Theis Raven. Available to
read or listen to for free on Epic Books.
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What I’m most proud of:

Questions I still have:
Time taken to complete:

Let’s check in again!
How are you feeling
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
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Writing
Topic:
Understanding clauses

Time required:
45 minutes

We are learning to…

I will be successful if I
can…
o identify an
embedded clause
o add commas into
incorrect complex
sentences
create complex
sentences, including
embedded clauses

identify the use of
embedded clauses
and use them to write
complex sentences.

Let’s check in!
How are you feeling?
Comment:

What is a dependent clause?
A dependent clause is not a complete thought or sentence, but instead it
adds onto an independent clause to provide further information.
Eg. Jim sat patiently in his car, while his Mum finished talking to her friends.
Dependent clauses can be located in before or after an independent
clause. If a dependent clause is before an independent clause then a
comma is used to separate the two clauses.
AFTER: Jim sat patiently in his car, while his Mum finished talking to her
friends.
BEFORE: While his Mum finished talking to her friends, Jim sat patiently in his
car.
Embedded clauses (dependent clauses in the middle)
Dependent clauses can also be located in the MIDDLE of an independent
clause. Just as a comma is used when a dependent clause is placed before
an independent clause, so commas are used with embedded clauses.
However, embedded clauses have a comma BEFORE and AFTER them.
MIDDLE: Jim, waiting for his Mum for his Mum to finish talking to her friends, at
patiently in the car.
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1. Underline the embedded clauses in these sentences. The first has
been done for you:
a.) The boy, who was only seven, could play the piano.
b.) The beach, which was very crowded, was hotter than ever.
c.) The ball, which was kicked by the goal keeper, flew through the air.
d.) The student, who was struggling to stay awake, slowly closed his
eyes.
2. Add in commas around the embedded clause:
a.) The music which was too loud gave me a headache.
b.) The old lady who had lots of bags waited for a taxi.
c.) The bus which was empty sped down the street.
d.) The loaf of bread which she bought last week was mouldy.
e.) The singer who was on the stage sang to the audience.

3. Match the independent clauses to the correct embedded clause
and rewrite them on the lines below. Don’t forget the commas!

INDEPENDENT CLAUSES
The child was crying in the
supermarket
The aeroplane was landing at the
airport
The people queued to buy a
bargain

DEPENDENT CLAUSES
who were pushing and shoving
who was lost
which was full of passengers

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
4. Create an interesting embedded clause for these sentences. Rewrite
the sentences, with the embedded clauses, on the lines below:
a.) The music ___________ gave me a headache.
b.) The astronaut __________ climbed into the space rocket.
c.) The ants ______________ built their colony.
d.) The elderly man ______________ struggled across the road.
e.) The rainbow ______________ stretched across a cloudless sky.

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
What I’m proud of:

Questions I still have:

Time taken to complete:

Let’s check in again!
How are you feeling?

________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
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Maths
Topic:
Lowest Common
Multiple
We are learning to…

Time required:
75 minutes

Let’s check in!
How are you feeling?

I will be successful if I
can…

find the lowest
common multiple of a
given number

Comment:

o identify a multiple of a
given number
o provide examples of
common multiples in two
given numbers
o compare two numbers
factors to find the lowest
common multiple of two
given numbers

________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________

Daily Multiplication Facts Challenge
It is time for your quick facts! Complete the table below as quickly as
possible. Remember to time yourself and press STOP! when you have finished.
There is a space on the next page for you to write your time taken.

x

3

7

5

11

10

2

6

12

9

8

4

6
9
11
62

7
10
4
3
8
12
5
Time taken: ________ minutes ________ seconds
Did you beat yesterday’s score? (Circle) Yes / No

Let’s recap!
Find the highest common factor of the pairs of numbers below:

5 and 20

Definition

16 and 24

4 and 8

Examples

The lowest common
Find the lowest common multiple of 6 and 15:
multiple (LCM) is the
smallest multiple of two The multiples of 6 are: 6, 12, 18, 24, 30, 36 ...
or more given numbers. and the multiples of 15 are: 15, 30, 45...
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30 is common to both numbers, so the lowest
common multiple of 6 and 15 is 30.

How can I work out the highest common factor of two or
more given numbers?
To identify the lowest common multiple of two (or more) given numbers, list
all multiples of both numbers.
For example, say we are working towards finding the lowest common
multiple of 4 and 5. List the multiples of both numbers.
Multiples of 4: 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36, 40, 44, 48, 52…
Multiples of 5: 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60…
Underline the common multiples of BOTH numbers.
Multiples of 4: 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36, 40, 44, 48, 52…
Multiples of 5: 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60…

The common multiples of 4 and 5 are 20, 40 (and 60, 80 etc).
Identify the lowest common multiple of 4 and 5 from multiples 20, 40 (and
60, 80 etc).
The lowest common multiple of 4 and 5 is 20.
Try to identify the lowest common factor of the pairs of numbers below:

4 and 10

15 and 6

Find the lowest common multiple of the pairs of numbers below:

15 and 9

18 and 3

22 and 6
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CHALLENGE Find the lowest common multiple of these numbers below:

16, 6 and 8

4, 12 and 20

What I’m most proud of:

Questions I still have:
Time taken to complete:

Let’s check in again!
How are you feeling
___________________________
___________________________
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Our timetable
Day 6

Day 7

Day 8

Day 9

Day 10

Reading

Reading

Reading

Reading

Reading

Text to Self
Connections

Text to Text
Connections

Text to World
Connections

Making Inferences

Making Inferences

Writing

Writing

Writing

Writing

Writing

Persuasive
Advertising

Persuasive
Advertising

Persuasive
Advertising

Persuasive
Advertising

Persuasive
Advertising

Maths

Maths

Maths

Maths

Maths

Perimeter

Area of regular
shapes

Area of irregular
shapes

Angles

Town Planner
Project

WELCOME TO…

Day 6

Reading
Topic:
Reading
comprehension:
Making
Connections
(Text to self)
We are learning
to…
use a range of
comprehension
strategies to
interpret,
understand and
analyse text.

Time required:
45 minutes

Let’s check in!
How are you feeling?
Comment:

I will be successful if I can…
o Connect my personal
experiences and
knowledge to what I
am reading
o Explain how my
connections can help
me to understand what
I’m reading

____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Text-to-Self Connection
Good readers make connections by using what they already know to
connect a text to their life experiences. Some phrases we can use when
making a text-to-self connection are “This reminds me of when I…”, “When
I….”, “In my experiences, I have…”
Read the text over the page to complete your own text-to-self
connections. Think about past experiences you’ve had, people you know,
places you’ve been or even character traits that you share.
If you don’t connect to the text, explain why and include information
about texts that you do connect with.
You can continue with the table that has already been started for you with
an example OR you can use the blank table to come up with your own
text-to-self connections.
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Long Shot by Eric Walters. Available to read or listen to
for free on Epic Books

Pg.

Quote

Connection

How does this help me?

16

“I’d hate to
cry in front
of other
people”

I connect with the characters in this
paragraph. I also hate the idea of crying in
front of other people. When I try to avoid
crying, I look up at the sky and I can feel my
eyes stinging. I always try to get away from
people as soon as possible when that
happens.

Straight away, I knew what the character
meant and how he was feeling for the
other kids. It’s helped me to understand
their anticipation and excitement about
the season ahead. It’s also helped me to
understand their disappointment.

15

“Everybody
knew and
liked
Coach”

__________________________________ ________________________________
__________________________________ ________________________________
__________________________________ ________________________________
__________________________________ ________________________________
__________________________________ ________________________________
__________________________________ ________________________________
__________________________________ ________________________________
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Pg.

Quote

Connection

How does this help me?

__________________________________ ________________________________
__________________________________ ________________________________
__________________________________ ________________________________
__________________________________ ________________________________
__________________________________ ________________________________

__________________________________ ________________________________
__________________________________ ________________________________
__________________________________ ________________________________
__________________________________ ________________________________
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__________________________________ ________________________________
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What I’m proud of:

Questions I still have:

Time taken to complete:

Let’s check in again!
How are you feeling?

___________________________
___________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Writing
Writing:
Persuasive
We are learning to
give an opinion using
justifications

Time required:
45 minutes
I will be
successful if I
can explain my
choice

Let’s check in!
How are you feeling?
Comment:
_____________________________________
_____________________________________

Instructions:
1. Read the would you rather questions
2. Pick a side
3. Give reasons for your choices

Would you rather…

My Reasons

Would you rather eat cake or icecream?
I would rather: ___________________

Would you rather read books or write
stories?
I would rather: ___________________

Would you rather be able to travel into
the future or into the past?
I would rather: ___________________
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Choose one would you rather topic, try to pick the one that you have the
strongest reasons for.
Convince someone in your home to agree with your opinion.
Write a small speech that you can use to help you share your opinion, you
can use the sentence starters below to help you;
I believe that…
I feel extremely confident that…

Without a doubt…
I am absolutely certain that…

My speech:
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
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Reflection:
Were you able to convince the person to agree with you?

Yes

No

If you answered YES, why do you think you were able to convince them
(think about your reasons)?
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

If you answered NO, what do you think you could have added to your
speech to make it stronger?
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

Prepare an argument against your original speech. This will help you to see
both perspectives.
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
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Maths
Topic:
Measurement:
Perimeter
We are learning to…

Time required:
75 minutes

Let’s check in!
How are you feeling?

I will be successful if I
can…
calculate the
o use a formula to
perimeter of rectangles
find the
perimeter of a
rectangle
o select the
appropriate
units of
measurement

Definition

_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________

Examples

What is
perimeter?

PERIMETER

PERIMETER

PERIMETER

PERIMETER

The
word perimeter means
a path that surrounds
an area. To find the
perimeter of a
rectangle we simply
add the measurements
of all sides together.

Comment:

Challenge a family member
Calculating perimeter relies heavily on your addition skills. Work on your
mental computation strategies by playing this game!
Work on your mental computation strategies by playing this game!
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I am a four-sided shape with a perimeter of 3 metres. What might I look
like?
(Try to come up with at least 4 different shapes and list your dimensions
below)
For example: 50cm + 50cm + 1m + 1m = 3 metres
_____ + _____ + _____ + _____ = 3 metres/ 300 centimetres
_____ + _____ + _____ + _____ = 3 metres/ 300 centimetres
_____ + _____ + _____ + _____ = 3 metres/ 300 centimetres
_____ + _____ + _____ + _____ = 3 metres/ 300 centimetres
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Using a formula
When we are finding the perimeter of a rectangle, we use any of the following formulas:
a) Length + width + length + width
b) (2 x L) + (2 x W)
c) 2L + 2W
d) (L + W) x 2
Calculate the perimeter of the following rectangles using a formula
a)
b)
3cm

5cm

5cm

18cm
4cm

4cm

3cm

c)

18cm

d)

1.2m
80cm
m

29cm
80cm
m

70mm

70mm

1.2m

e)

29cm

f)
7cm
12cm

12cm
7cm

Calculate the perimeter of the following rectangles using a formula
a)
b)
2cm

16cm

c)

17cm

34cm

d)
1m
12cm

60cm

36cm

e)

f)
5cm
9cm

Solve these worded problems using your knowledge of perimeter

Top Tips!
Look for these key words to help you: length, width, rectangular, long,
distance, wide.

A swimming pool is 12m wide and
18m long. What is the perimeter of
the swimming pool?

The dining room table has a length
of 300 centimeters and a width of
200 centimeters. What is the
perimeter of the table in metres?

Cara’s bedroom is 8 metres long
and 6 metres wide. What is the
perimeter of her bedroom?

A farmer has 60 metres of fencing.
His rectangular farming space
measures 16 m in width and 40 m in
length. Does he have enough
fencing to enclose the space?

The school playground is 75m long
and 40m wide. What is the perimeter
of the playground?

If Mel and Jen were to do 2 laps
each of the school playground
(previous question), what would the
total distance run be?

What I’m proud of:

Questions I still have:

Time taken to complete:

Let’s check in again!
How are you feeling?

_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
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WELCOME TO…

Day 7

83

Reading
Reading
comprehension:
Making
Connections
(Text to text)
We are learning
to…
use a range of
comprehension
strategies to
interpret,
understand and
analyse text.

Time required:
45 minutes

Let’s check in!
How are you feeling?
Comment:

I will be successful if I can…
o Connect other books
(or movies) I have read
(or watched) to what I
am reading
o Explain how my
connections can help
me to understand what
I’m reading

____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Text-to-Text Connection
When we make text-to-text connections, we connect the characters,
setting or events from one story to another.
Some phrases we can use when making a text-to-text connection are “This
reminds me of another book I read…”, “The character in this story is like the
character in….”, “This event is like when…”

Read the text over the page to complete your own text-to-text connections.
Think about past books you have read and the similarities and differences
that stand out to you. You may also refer to movies or tv shows with
characters or events that are similar.
You can continue with the table that has already been started for you with
an example OR you can use the blank table to come up with your own textto-text connections.
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Long Shot by Eric Walters. Available to read or listen to
for free on Epic Books

Pg.

Quote

Connection

How does this help me?

15

“they were
the kids
who were
going to
be told
they didn’t
make the
cut for the
next try
out”

The setting of the gymnasium and the kids all
waiting to hear if they have made the team,
reminds me of another novel I read. In this
novel, “Try Outs” there was a main character
who was trying out to be an Olympic
gymnast. She didn’t get into the team at first
and had to keep trying and overcoming
obstacles.

This has helped me to picture the setting. I
automatically thought of Try Outs. It has
also helped me to predict what may
happen later. I predict, based on my other
reading, that the character may not make
the team… at first.

__________________________________ ________________________________
__________________________________ ________________________________
__________________________________ ________________________________
__________________________________ ________________________________
__________________________________ ________________________________
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Pg.

Quote

Connection

How does this help me?

__________________________________ ________________________________
__________________________________ ________________________________
__________________________________ ________________________________
__________________________________ ________________________________
__________________________________ ________________________________

__________________________________ ________________________________
__________________________________ ________________________________
__________________________________ ________________________________
__________________________________ ________________________________
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__________________________________ ________________________________
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What I’m proud of:

Questions I still have:
Time taken to complete:

Let’s check in again!
How are you feeling?

_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
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Writing
Writing:
Persuasive
We are learning
understand how
advertisements
are used to
convince the
reader to buy
their products or
think a certain
way.

Time required:
45 minutes

Let’s check in!
How are you feeling?

I will be successful if I can
recognise what makes an
ad successful.

Comment:

Where have you seen examples of advertising?
Brainstorm a list of ads you have seen by using real life examples in your
answer (e.g. television, bus stops, radio, websites)

Advertisements
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Think about an ad that has stuck in your head, this could be from a YouTube
ad, radio, website, T.V., bus stop etc. Write down what are some of the things
that made this ad memorable.
The ad I have chosen is __________________________________________
I chose this ad because _______________________________________________
The reason I believe this ad is so memorable is because:
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
Choose an object from your home to practice writing and ad. This could be
a teddy bear, a board game, a spoon, a T.V., a bike, a ball, a food item or a
pet. Use your ideas from your response above to write an ad for this item.
You can choose to write or draw in the space below. Remember the goal of
an ad is to persuade the reader into buying it.
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Maths
Topic:
Measurement: Area

Time required:
90 minutes

We are learning to…

I will be successful if I
can…
o use a formula to
find the area of a
rectangle
o select the
appropriate units
of measurement

calculate the area of
rectangles

Let’s check in!
How are you feeling?

Definition

Comment:

___________________________

Examples
length

What is area?

AREA

To find the area of a
rectangle we simply
multiply the
measurements of the
length by the width

width

The word area means
the space inside the
boundary of a 2
dimensional or flat
object, such as a
rectangle.

Challenge a family member
Calculating area relies heavily on your multiplication skills.
Circle the timetables that you feel most confident with:
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
92

Work on your mental computation strategies by playing this game!

Use your knowledge of factors from last week to think about the possible
lengths and widths of the following rectangles.
1) If I am a rectangle with a total area of 32m², what are all the possible
combinations for the length and width of it’s sides?
The first one has been done for you.
1 x 32 = 32m²
_______ x _______ = 32m²
_______ x _______ = 32m²
2) If I am a rectangle with a total area of 16m², what are all the possible
combinations for the length and width of it’s sides?
_______ x _______ = 16m²
_______ x _______ = 16m²
_______ x _______ = 16m²
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Using a formula
When we are finding the area of a rectangle, we use the following formula:
a) Length x width
b) L x W
Calculate the area of the following rectangles using the L x W formula
a)
b)
2cm

LxW=
___ x ___ = ______
c)

e)

16cm

LxW=
___ x ___ = ______

4cm

9cm

d)

75cm
0.3m

LxW=
___ x ___ = ______

34cm

LxW=
___ x ___ = ______

LxW=
___ x ___ = ______

10cm

f)
7cm
12cm

LxW=
___ x ___ = ______
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Calculate the area of the following rectangles using the L x W formula
a)
b)

LxW=
___ x ___ = ______

LxW=
___ x ___ = ______
c)

LxW=
___ x ___ = ______

d)

LxW=
___ x ___ = ______
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Solve these worded problems using your knowledge of area

Top Tips!
Look for these key words to help you: length, width, inside, room, long, wide.
You want to carpet your new
bedroom which measures 6m in
length and 3m in width. How much
carpet will you need to buy to cover
the floor?

Your school wants to create a wall
mural that measures 220cm in length
and 170cm in width. How many
square metres will the mural be?
The city will need to rope off an area
of their park for a community event.
To make room for a big crowd the
area will need to be 140m in width
and 220m in length. What will the
area be?

My backyard measures 10 metres in
length and 9 metres in width. What is
the area of my backyard?

The school playground is 75m long
and 40m wide. What is the area of
the playground?

My room has an area of 12m². What
could the length and width of my
room be?

What I’m proud of:

Questions I still have:

Time taken to complete:

Let’s check in again!
How are you feeling?

______________________
_______________________
_______________________
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WELCOME TO…

Day 8

98

Reading
Topic:
Time required:
Reading
45 minutes
comprehension:
Making Connections
(Text to World)
I will be successful if I
We are learning to… can…
o Connect world
use a range of
events, history and
comprehension
wider world
strategies to
knowledge to what
interpret, understand
I am reading
and analyse text.
o Explain how my
connections can
help me to
understand what
I’m reading

Let’s check in!
How are you feeling?
Comment:

Text-to-World Connection
When we make text-to-world connections, we connect the story to world
history and events.
Some phrases we can use when making a text-to-world connection are “This
happened in real life…”, “This is like something I heard on the news….”, “This
happened when…”, “This story is similar to…”

Read the text over the page to complete your own text-to-world
connections. Think about things you may have learned at school, things you
have heard from the news or similar stories of famous sportspeople or
celebrities.
You can continue with the table that has already been started for you with
an example OR you can use the blank table to come up with your own textto-world connections.
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Long Shot by Eric Walters. Available to read or listen to
for free on Epic Books

Pg.

Quote

Connection

How does this help me?

15

“they were
the kids
who were
going to
be told
they didn’t
make the
cut for the
next try
out”

At school, we have learned about Growth
Mindset. We looked famous failures. I
learned about Michael Jordan failing to
make his basketball team and Walt Disney
who was told that he “lacked creativity”! The
scene in the novel, where children are told
they haven’t made the team, has sparked
my learning about having a growth mindset.

This has helped me to picture what is
happening in the text. I also relate to some
of the characters through all these different
connections I have made. It has helped
me to form further predictions about what
might happen next.

__________________________________ ________________________________
__________________________________ ________________________________
__________________________________ ________________________________
__________________________________ ________________________________
__________________________________ ________________________________
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Pg.

Quote

Connection

How does this help me?

__________________________________ ________________________________
__________________________________ ________________________________
__________________________________ ________________________________
__________________________________ ________________________________
__________________________________ ________________________________

__________________________________ ________________________________
__________________________________ ________________________________
__________________________________ ________________________________
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__________________________________ ________________________________

103

What I’m proud of:

Questions I still have:

Time taken to complete:

Let’s check in again!
How are you feeling?

_________________________
__________________________
__________________________

104

Writing
Writing:
Persuasive
We are learning to use
specific words that
make our arguments
stronger.

Time required:
30 minutes
I will be successful if I
can make word
choices that
persuades the
audience

Let’s check in!
How are you feeling?
Comment:

Brainstorm
In a persuasive text the main purpose is to present a point of view that gets
the reader to want to take your side.
Where have you seen persuasive text? Use specific real-world examples?

CLUES: advertisements, speeches, letters
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Synonyms
Some words sound more impressive than others, in a persuasive text you
need to use strong words that make the reader believe what you are saying.
Use the words below to brainstorm different synonyms. A synonym is a word
that means exactly the same as another word. The first one has an example
for you.

nice

106

sad

good

107

bad

beautiful

108

What I’m most proud of:

Questions I still have:

Time taken to complete:

Let’s check in again!
How are you feeling
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
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Maths
Topic:
Measurement: Area

Time required:
90 minutes

We are learning to…

I will be successful if I
can…
Comment:
o use a formula to
find the area of an
irregular shape
o select the
___________________________
appropriate units
of measurement

calculate the area of
irregular shapes

Definition

Let’s check in!
How are you feeling?

Examples
length

What is area?

To find the area of a
regular shape (rectangle)
we simply multiply the
measurements of the
length by the width

AREA

width

The word area means the
space inside the
boundary of a 2
dimensional or flat
object, such as a
rectangle.

Warm up revision
Go on a hunt around your house to complete the scavenger hunt over the
next page.
You will need:
Pencil, ruler, measuring tape (if you have some)
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Today, you will be finding the area of just one side of these 3-dimensional
objects. When we measure the area of a side, this is called surface area.

Object

Working out

Wall brick

LxW=
_____ x _____ =

Ground brick

_____________________

LxW=
_____ x _____ =

Item of your choice:

_____________________

LxW=
_____ x _____ =

Item of your choice:

_____________________

LxW=
_____ x _____ =

Item of your choice:

_____________________

LxW=
_____ x _____ =

One side of the
letterbox

_____________________

LxW=
_____ x _____ =

Table top

Area = ___²

_____________________

LxW=
_____ x _____ =

_____________________

Which item in the scavenger hunt had the biggest area?
_______________________________________________________________________
Which item in the scavenger hunt had the smallest area?
_______________________________________________________________________
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Examples

Definition

The last step in the process is
to then join the 2 areas
together.

AREA

We then multiply the
measurements of the length
by the width of one
rectangle, followed by
multiplying the
measurements of the width
by length of the other/s.

13 cm

7 cm

To find the area of an
irregular shape, we cut the
irregular shape in half by
drawing a line to create 2
rectangles.

AREA
7 cm

The word area means the
space inside the boundary
of a 2 dimensional or flat
object, such as a rectangle.

7 cm

How do we find the
area of an irregular
shape?

22cm

9cm
In the example above, you can see the
outline of the irregular shape. This shape
has then been divided into 2 rectangles.
1) I would find the area of the first
rectangle:
22 x 7 = 154cm ²
2) I would then find the area of the
second rectangle:
9 x 7 = 63cm²
To find the area of the entire shape I
would add these together:
154 + 63 = 217cm²
Area = 217cm²

Warm up revision
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Go on a hunt around your house to complete the scavenger hunt over
the next page.
You will need:
Pencil, ruler, measuring tape (if you have some)

Missing numbers
Sometimes, when finding the area of an irregular shape, there are missing
measurements. We need to use our knowledge of missing number
sentences to calculate the missing length.
Practice your knowledge of missing number sentences below:
20 - ____ = 7
13 + 5 + ____ = 24
90 - ____ = 81
15 + _____ + 3 = 33
23 - ______ = 16

Finding the area of an irregular
shape
Let’s review the steps:
STEP ! – Break the shape into rectangle/square parts.
STEP 2 – Focus on just one rectangle part. Outline the length and width of
that rectangle.
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STEP 3 – Use the measurements of the length and width and multiply them
together.
STEP 4 – Focus on the other rectangle part. Outline the length and width of
that rectangle.
STEP 5 - Use the measurements of the length and width and multiply them
together.
STEP 6 – Add the two areas together and this will give you the total area of
your irregular shape!
In this example, the shape has been cut for
you.
I can see that 7 x 5 will give me the area of one
part: 5 x 7 = 35cm²
I can see that the other part has a length of
10cm. However, I’m not sure what the width is?
I now look at the 10cm width, and the 7cm
width. This gives me a clue as to what my
missing width measurement will be. If I write this
as a number sentence, it can help me.
10 - _____ = 7
I look at my number sentence and I can now
see my missing width measurement will be
3cm.
The area of this shape is now, 5 x 7 = (35) and 3
x 10 (30). This means the entire area is 65cm²

Complete the examples over the page on your own.
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Working out:

Area = _______________

Working out:

Area = _______________

Working out:

Area = _______________
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What I’m proud of:

Questions I still have:
Time taken to complete:

Let’s check in again!
How are you feeling?

__________________________
__________________________
__________________________

WELCOME TO…

Day 9
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Reading
Topic:
Reading
comprehension:
Making inferences
We are learning to…

Time required:
45 minutes

I will be successful if I
can…
use a range of
o Combine the clues
comprehension
from the text with
strategies to
my own knowledge
interpret, understand
to ‘read between
and analyse text.
the lines’.

Let’s check in!
How are you feeling?
Comment:
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Inferences
When we make inferences; we join what we have read, with what we
already know to ‘read between the lines’.
When you are reading, use quotes from the text and note the page number
for future reference.
Then, use your background knowledge and prior experiences from your own
life.
Now, put them together and make a conclusion about the text. This is your
inference.
Read the text over the page to complete your own inferences. You can
continue with the table that has already been started for you with an
example OR you can use the blank table to come up with your own
inferences.
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The Terrible Two by Mac Barnett and Jory John.
Available to read or listen to for free on Epic Books

Pg.

Quote

Clue

My knowledge

My inference

10

“the dread
stayed
with him
on the car
ride to
Yawnee
Valley
Science
and Letters
Academy”

“Dread”
“Academy”

I know that when you dread
something it means you really don’t
want to go. An Academy is usually a
word used to describe a school.

I infer that the character might be
moving to a new school and that he
doesn’t want to go to the Academy

10

“When you
skip a
grade you
don’t get
a year off”

“skip”
“year off”

I think the author is trying to tell us that
Miles can be lazy. His mum is using
words like ‘skip’ and ‘get a year off’
carelessly as if she knows he’s trying to
just get out of going to school.

Miles, the main character doesn’t like
going to school and can be lazy.

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________
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Pg.

Quote

Clue

My knowledge

My inference

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

What I’m proud of:

Questions I still have:

Time taken to complete:

Let’s check in again!
How are you feeling?

_______________________
_______________________
_______________________

Writing
Writing:
Persuasive
We are learning to
use specific words
that make our
arguments stronger.

Time required:
45 minutes
I will be successful if I
can use make word
choices that
persuades the
audience

Let’s check in!
How are you feeling?
Comment:
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Analysing
Look at the picture and description of the house below. Create an
advertisement for the house. You need to use powerful words that will
convince the reader to want to buy the house. Use the description to
create your ad.

•
•
•
•
•

Two bedrooms
White picket fence
Rose garden
High ceilings
Fireplace

•
•
•
•
•

Central lounge room
Lots of natural light
New kitchen
Dishwasher
Big wardrobes

• Timber
floors
• Heating
• Air-con
• Big shed
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My Advertisement:
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
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What I’m most proud of:
Questions I still have:
Time taken to complete:

Let’s check in again!
How are you feeling
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
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Maths
Topic:
Measurement: Angles

Time required:
90 minutes

We are learning to…

I will be successful if I
can…
o Look at the size of
an angle and
connect it to its
family
o Draw angles
according to their
angle family

Classify angles by their
size

Let’s check in!
How are you feeling?
Comment:

___________________________

Definition
What are angles?

Lines and angles are everywhere.
The doors, desks in a classroom and windows all have lines and angles.
When two lines meet, they make an angle. When a door is ajar or a
window opens in or out, an angle is formed.
Acute Angle
Right Angle
Straight Angle

An acute angle is less than
90˚ and bigger than 0˚

A right angle is exactly 90˚

Revolution Angle

Obtuse Angle

A revolution angle is a 360˚
angle which is a complete
turn.

An obtuse angle is greater
than 90˚ angle but less than
180˚

A straight angle is exactly
180˚
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Use the information on the previous page to complete the sentences below.
An acute angle is less than _____˚.
A straight angle is _____˚.
An obtuse angle is between _____˚ and _____˚.
A __________________ angle is more than 180˚ but less than 360˚.
Use your ruler and a pencil to draw an example of each of these angles.
Acute angle

Right angle

Obtuse angle

Straight angle

Match the following angle measurements with their families by drawing a
connecting line. The first one has been done for you.

30˚

Acute angle

90˚
120˚
Obtuse angle
180˚
70˚
93˚

Right angle

45˚
103˚
Straight angle
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In the space below, draw a picture that includes the following:

5 acute angles

3 obtuse angles

4 right angles
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What I’m proud of:

Questions I still have:
Time taken to complete:

Let’s check in again!
How are you feeling?

__________________________
_________________________
__________________________
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WELCOME TO…

Day 10

130

Reading
Topic:
Reading
comprehension:
Making inferences
We are learning to…

Time required:
45 minutes

I will be successful if I
can…
use a range of
o Combine the clues
comprehension
from the text with
strategies to
my own knowledge
interpret, understand
to ‘read between
and analyse text.
the lines’.

Let’s check in!
How are you feeling?
Comment:

____________________________

Inferences
When we make inferences; we join what we have read, with what we
already know to ‘read between the lines’.
When you are reading, use quotes from the text and note the page number
for future reference.
Then, use your background knowledge and prior experiences from your own
life.
Now, put them together and make a conclusion about the text. This is your
inference.
Read the text over the page to complete your own inferences. You can
continue with the table that has already been started for you with an
example OR you can use the blank table to come up with your own
inferences.
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Pg.

Quote

Clue

My knowledge

My inference

17

“Although it
took time,
Abdul did not
give up on his
goal”

“Did not give
up”

I know that someone who is known
to not give up, is usually a
determined person. Even though it
took time, Abdul kept going.

I infer that Abdul has a growth
mindset.

16

“He
discovered
that plastic
can be
harmful to the
environment..”

“Discovered”
“Harmful to
the
environment”

I know that plastic can be harmful
to lots of animals in our waterways
and oceans.

I infer that Abdul is an animal
lover.

17

“From: Abu
Dhabi, United
Arab
Emirates”

”From”

Abdul lives in Abu Dhabi and is
concerned about the use of plastic.

I infer that there must be a lot of
plastic use in Abu Dhabi.
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Pg.

Quote

Clue

My knowledge

My inference

___________________________________

_________________________________

___________________________________

_________________________________

___________________________________

_________________________________

___________________________________

_________________________________

___________________________________

_________________________________

___________________________________

_________________________________

___________________________________

_________________________________

___________________________________

_________________________________

___________________________________

_________________________________

___________________________________

_________________________________
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___________________________________

_________________________________

___________________________________

_________________________________
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What I’m proud of:

Questions I still have:

Time taken to complete:

Let’s check in again!
How are you feeling?

___________________________
___________________________
___________________________

Writing
Writing:
Persuasive
We are learning to
analyse
advertisements.

Time required:
30 minutes

Let’s check in!
How are you feeling?

I will be successful if I
Comment:
identify the
techniques that
________________________________
make a good ad.
________________________________

Analysing
Look at the picture of the ad below and read the description, use what
you already know about advertisements and use the checklist to decide if
this ad is powerful enough to convince the reader to purchase the house.

This great home would make an extremely comfortable first home or a
great second home to rent out. This two-storey home is complete upstairs;
with three bedrooms, study or toy room, a big kitchen, bathroom and open
plan living. Front and rear verandahs provide a great place to sit and relax
on weekends or at the end of a long day. Downstairs it has a playroom with
kitchenette, 2nd shower and toilet, laundry and a double garage. Close to
schools, parks, shopping centres and bus stops are all very close by.
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Use the checklist below to critique if the ad is persuasive enough for
the reader to want to buy the house.

Guiding Questions

Yes No

Has the ad used interesting words?
Does the ad describe the house in detail?
Do you think the ad convinces the reader to purchase the
house?

Think about some of the ideas that make the ad successful. Write your ideas
below:
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

Think about how this ad could be improved, write your ideas below:
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
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What I’m most proud of:
Questions I still have:
Time taken to complete:

Let’s check in again!
How are you feeling
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
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Project time

140

Dear Year 5 Student,
Congratulations! You have been selected for your expertise in:
•

Area

•

Perimeter

•

Angles

Your task as lead engineer is to design a new town that combines your
artistic abilities and mathematical skills. You will submit a proposal for your
town including;
• Streets and their names
• Buildings
• Parks
• Landscape
Your town needs to be creative and must have a clear theme, E.G.
underwater, your favourite sporting team, your favourite foods, animals or
cultures. This must be clear when you submit your work; you may choose to
call your town and streets after your chosen theme.
Please sign the contact below to accept this prestigious offer:

I ______________________ (your name) accept the responsibility of lead engineer.
I promise to work independently, use a ruler (or similar tool) to make my town
look presentable. I will clearly present my working out, I will neatly colour my
town plan and use the checklist to direct my work.

________________________ (Signature) ____________________ (date)
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Please use the checklist below to complete your town plan. You must
complete each section before moving on to the next. Take the graph paper
out of this book to create your map. I square = 1 meter, remember these
measurements are not scaled to real life. Good luck!
Checklist

Tick

Brainstorm possible themes for your town
Name your town
Map (these do not have to be rectangular)
-1 town hall with an area of 30m
-1 school with a perimeter of
-post office with an area of
-hospital with a perimeter of
Map (these do not have to be rectangular)
Choose the area and perimeter for the following;
-1 park
-3 other services of your choice
-petrol stations
-recreational centre
-supermarket
Streets (these must be colour coded)
-1 street has to be an acute angle, this needs to be in blue
-2 street has to be an obtuse, this needs be in red
-1 street has to be a straight angle, this needs to be in orange
-1 street has to include a revolution angle, this needs to be in
green
-2 streets have to be right angles, these need to be in pink
*you can choose to use different colours if you these colours
are not available to you
*remember: if you get stuck to back you your previous work
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My area and perimeter
work
In the table below, please show your working out of the area and perimeter
of 5 buildings of your choice.
1cm ² = 1m²
This is not to scale (real life)
Building 1

Area:

Perimeter:

Building 2

Area:

Perimeter:

Building 3

Area:

Perimeter:

Building 4

Area:

Perimeter:

Building 5

Area:

Perimeter:

My angles work
In the table below, please show which streets/lanes/roads show which
angles. Please include the street name and a brief sketch.

Street name:

Angle:

Sketch:

Street name:

Angle:

Sketch:

Street name:

Angle:

Sketch:

Street name:

Angle:

Sketch:

Street name:

Angle:

Sketch:

Street name:

Angle:

Sketch:

Street name:

Angle:

Sketch:
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Brainstorm Possible Town Theme

My Town
Theme

Brainstorm possible town names:

My town name
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Working-Out Page
Over the next 2 pages, you will create a ‘mud map’ of your town plan. You
can draw, write, sketch and think about where you want your different
buildings and features to go.
Combine these blank pages to create your rough sketch.
Remember to get creative, you can add rivers, lakes or any other structure
you your town that is not part of the checklist.

On the next 2 graphed pieces of paper, you can design your good copy of
your town plan.
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Parent
Support

153

DAY 1 - ANSWERS
READING:
Main Idea

Supporting Evidence

Supporting Evidence

Tom’s parents
Where in the ‘Tough
want him to learn Decisions’ does it
an instrument.
support the Main Idea?
Eg “They wanted Tom
to study the violin.”
Tom wants to
play the
saxophone.

What type of text What was its purpose: Is it a persuasive, informative,
do you think this? descriptive or entertaining?
Why?
Text types within these purposes: narratives,
advertisement, procedure etc.
Which instrument
do you think Tom
should play?
Why?
Convince Tom’s
Brainstorm your ideas here:
parents to let him
play the
saxophone.
Display your
reasons in text
message format
on the mobile
phone.
Write it from
Tom’s P.O.V.

READING:
154

3. Draw a box around the nouns and underline the verbs in
these simple sentences. The first one has been done for you:
h) Jamie pushed the cart down the street.
i) I love to make mud pies at the park.
j) The teacher waited in the carpark.
k) Lego Masters is the best TV show.
l) Sally pushed her way to the front of the line.
m)
Camping down by the river was the best way to spend our
holidays.
n) Stephen jumped back when the door slammed closed.

4. Now go back to the sentences you just read and colour in
the subject for each sentence. The first sentence has been
done for you.
Adjectives:
A word that describes a noun or pronoun. Eg. Tall, wavy, greasy, charming,
cruel, fantastic

3. Complete these sentences by including the relevant adjective:
Standing at the top of her eg.winding driveway, Mrs Jones looked
down her street. She saw her eg.friendly neighbour, Tim, mowing his
eg.overgrown grass. It looked eg.impressive. A few doors down some
eg.loud children were riding their bikes and laughing eg.happily to
each other. Mrs Jones took in a eg.deep breath and smiled to
herself. What a eg.lovely street!
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4. Create your own simple sentences that include a noun,
adjective and verb. Write n, a and v above each of these words
and colour in your subject.
v
a
n
n
EXAMPLE: Molly walked energetically down the street. ________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

MATHS:
Daily Multiplication Facts Challenge

x

3

7

5

11

10

2

6

12

9

8

4

6

18

42

30

66

60

12

36

72

54

48

24

9

27

63

45

99

90

18

54

108

81

72

36

11

33

77

55

121

110

22

66

132

99

88

44

7
10

21
30

49
70

35
50

77
110

70
100

14
20

42
60

84
120

63
90

56
80

28
40

4

12

28

20

44

40

8

24

48

36

32

16

3

9

21

15

33

30

6

18

36

27

24

12

8

24

56

40

88

80

16

48

96

72

63

32

12

36

84

60

132

120

24

72

144

108

96

48

5
2

15
6

35
14

25
10

55
22

50
20

10
4

30
12

60
24

45
18

40
16

20
8
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Use a colour coding system to identify (colour) the 4s, 6s and 7s timetables.

1
11
21
31
41
51
61
71
81
91

2
12
22
32
42
52
62
72
82
92

3
13
23
33
43
53
63
73
83
93

4
14
24
34
44
54
64
74
84
94

5
15
25
35
45
55
65
75
85
95

6
16
26
36
46
56
66
76
86
96

7
17
27
37
47
57
67
77
87
97

8
18
28
38
48
58
68
78
88
98

9
19
29
39
49
59
69
79
89
99

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

Factors for more than one number: 12, 24, 28, 36, 48, 56, 60, 72, 84, 96

5

8

9

5 x 1 = __5___
5 x __2__ = __10___

8 x 1 = __8___
8 x __2__ = __16___

9 x 1 = __9___
9 x __2__ = __18___

15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
…

24
32
40
48
56
64
…

27
36
45
54
63
72
…
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Find the first 10 multiples of the numbers below:

3

11

3, 6, 9, 12,
15, 18, 21,
24, 27, 30

11, 22, 33,
44, 55, 66,
77, 88, 99,
110

12

5

12, 24, 36,
48, 60, 72,
84, 96, 108,
120

5, 10, 15, 20,
25, 30, 35,
40, 45, 50

7
7, 14, 21, 28,
35, 42, 49,
56, 63, 70

6
6, 12, 18, 24,
30, 36, 42,
48, 54, 60

CHALLENGE Find the first 6 multiples of these larger numbers below:

45

93

217

45, 90, 135,
180, 225,
270

93, 186, 279,
372, 465,
558

217, 434,
651, 868,
1085, 1302
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DAY 2 - ANSWERS
READING:
Main Idea

Supporting Evidence

The Nile river is
the world’s
longest
waterway.
Lots of people
rely on the Nile
for many things.

Eg. First sentence “The
Nile River is the world’s
longest waterway.”

Supporting Evidence

What type of text What was it’s purpose: Is it a persuasive, informative,
do you think this? descriptive or entertaining?
Why?
Text types within these purposes: narratives,
advertisement, procedure etc.
Why do you think
the author wrote
this text? Who is
the intended
audience?
Convince a
Brainstorm your ideas here:
friend to go on a
holiday with you
to visit the Nile
river. What
reasons would
you use?
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WRITING:
Remember!

A clause is a group of words that includes a subject and

a verb.

1. Underline the clause in each example. HINT: Some of these examples are
simple sentences and some are compound sentences.
For example: After I went to the beach, I bought an ice cream.
a) I went to the shop and I bought carrots.
b) Sally and Stephen wanted to go to Adventure World.
c) After eating too much ice cream, Jen began to feel sick.
d) Mel was excited to see Kym, as they had not seen each other in a while.
e) School uniforms are a must for all students.
f) I like to go camping and fishing on the weekend.
g) Once we finish our homework, we will get to play outside.
2. Circle the conjunction in each example:
For example: I went to Optus Stadium and I watched the Eagles win!
a) After we watched Teen Titans, my family wanted to watch the News.
Boring!
b) DanTDM is my favourite YouTuber and Minecraft is my favourite game.
c) She still went for a swim, even though the water was cold.
d) When I went to the beach, I saw Bondi Rescue being filmed!
e) On the weekend, I like to either ride my scooter or my skateboard.
f) My least favourite food is spaghetti but I love to eat pizza!
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g) Once we finish our homework, we will get to play outside.
COMPOUND SENTENCES
Use coordinating conjunctions to write your own compound sentences
below. Word Bank: for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so.
Underline each independent clause and colour in the coordinating
conjunction.
EXAMPLE: Stephen watched for cars and Jane watched for people.

MATHS:
Use a colour coding system to skip count by 3s, 5s and 10s

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

88

89

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

Numbers with more than one multiple: 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 45, 50, 60, 70, 75,
80, 90, 100
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To find the factors of a number, first divide the number by 1 and then keep
working down using the next number that will divide exactly. Remember to
record your factor pairs! Try to fill in the blanks below:

20

24

48

1

x

20

1

x

2

x

10

2

x

24_
__
12

4

x

5

3__
___
4

x

8

x

6__
_

x

48

2_
__
3

x

24

x

4

x

5__
_

x

16_
__
12_
__
8

1

Find the factors of the numbers below:
13

1

x

39

13

1
3

75

1
3
5

x
x
x

x
x

44

39
13

1
2
4

32

75
25
15

1
2
4

x
x
x

x
x
x

96

44
22
11

60

32
16
8

1
2
3
4
5
6

x
x
x
x
x
x

1
2
3
4
6
8

x
x
x
x
x
x

96
48
32
24
16
12

120

60
30
20
15
12
10

1
2
3
4
5
6
8
10

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

120
60
40
30
24
20
15
x 12
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DAY 3 - ANSWERS
READING:
1. January is the first month of the year. Fact
2. Perth is the capital city of Western Australia. Fact
3. Orangutans are cute and cuddly. Opinion
4. Aussie Rules is better than soccer. Opinion
5. I am really fast at running. Opinion
6. I am tall. Opinion
7. Sami’s hair looks better when it’s dyed red. Opinion
8. Mr Thomas is the best Maths teacher. Opinion

WRITING:
Use the word bank below to sort the words into coordinating and
subordinating conjunctions.
Word bank
because
and

for
if

while
or

when
so

however
whenever.
as soon as

but

yet
nor
before

Coordinating
conjunctions

Subordinating
conjunctions

And
for
___________________________
but
___________________________
so
___________________________
yet
___________________________
nor
___________________________
or
___________________________

As soon as
whenever
___________________________
because
___________________________
however
___________________________
before
___________________________
if
___________________________
while
when
___________________________

___________________________
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4. Highlight the independent clause that can stand alone as a
sentence.
f.)

When the town flooded, many properties were damaged.

g.)

I will make the beds while you cook breakfast.

h.)

The children saw many interesting science experiments when they
went on their excursion.

i.)

Although it was cold, we played on the beach.

j.)

I did not see Scott today, because he was playing soccer.

5. Highlight the dependent clause (needs more information
and includes a subordinating conjunction).
g.)

While my mother is at the store, I must watch my little brother.

h.)

Right before the tornado came, the chickens were acting
strangely.

i.)

The boys were best friends since Travis moved to town.

j.)

We picked Hannah because she is the best player.

k.)

The band will practice on Friday unless it rains.

l.)

Although it is a good idea, we don’t have time to paint the walls.
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MATHS:
Choose a level from the solve emoji challenge below. Answer your level
then check your answers. (you can do more than one)
Level 1

8
8
2
10

8
2
10
8

Level 2

18

9
9
7
14

9
5
5
9

5

Level 3

7
12
12
20

7
7
10
7

140
5
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List all the factors for each number below, you may like to look at yesterday’s
factor work to jog your memory.
24

1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 24

35

1, 5, 7, 35

9

1, 3, 9

42

1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 14, 21, 42

50

1, 2, 5, 10, 25, 50

19

1, 19

12

1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 12

31

1, 31

7

1, 7

16

1, 2, 4, 8, 16

18

1, 2, 3, 6, 9, 18

45

1, 3, 5, 9, 15, 45
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DAY 4 - ANSWERS
READING:
1. The school canteen should sell pizzas on Fridays. Opinion
2. I prefer to ride on a train than on a bus. Opinion
3. Chocolate ice cream is the best ice cream flavour. Opinion
4. I love to have a day-time nap. Opinion
5. Home and Away should not be on tv anymore. It is boring! Opinion
6. Every day the sun comes up. Fact
7. Spring comes after Winter. Fact
8. The capital city of Indonesia is Jakarta. Fact

WRITING:
Beetles keep their wings folded unless they are flying.
My mum made a chocolate cake, which everyone enjoyed.
I will make the beds while you cook breakfast.
When he finished reading his book, he returned it to the library.
Is this the basketball that you lost?
My soccer team still played yesterday, despite it raining heavily.
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MATHS:
Multiplication Facts Challenge
It is time for your quick facts! Complete the table below as quickly as possible.
Remember to time yourself and press STOP! when you have finished. There is a space
below for you to write your time taken.

x

3

7

5

11

10

2

6

12

9

8

4

6

18

42

30

66

60

12

36

72

54

48

24

9

27

63

45

99

90

18

54

108

81

72

36

11

33

77

55

121

110

22

66

132

99

88

44

7

21

49

35

77

70

14

42

84

63

56

28

110

100

20

10

30

70

50

60

120

90

80

40

4

12

28

20

44

40

8

24

48

36

32

16

3

9

21

15

33

30

6

12

36

27

24

12

8

24

56

40

88

80

16

32

96

72

64

32

12

36

84

60

132

120

24

72

144

108

96

48

5

15

35

25

55

50

10

30

60

45

40

20

What are the factors of 81?
1, 3, 9, 27, 81
What are the factors of 121?
1, 11, 121
What are the factors of 55?
1, 5, 11, 55
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Try to identify the highest common factor of the pairs of numbers below:

15 and 21
3

18 and 30
6

28 and 35
7

Find the highest common factor of the pairs of numbers below:

15 and 20
5

8 and 20
4

10 and 24
2

CHALLENGE Find the highest common factor of these numbers below:

18, 6 and 24
6

15, 9 and 24
3

14, 4 and 8
2
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DAY 5 - ANSWERS
READING:
Let them play!

My prediction

Parents notes – prompt student
to look at images, title, facial
expression and setting.
Why do you think ‘they’ can’t
play? Who is ‘they’?

WRITING:
5. Underline the embedded clauses in these sentences. The first
has been done for you:
e.)
f.)
g.)
h.)

The boy, who was only seven, could play the piano.
The beach, which was very crowded, was hotter than ever.
The ball, which was kicked by the goal keeper, flew through the air.
The student, who was struggling to stay awake, slowly closed his
eyes.

6. Add in commas around the embedded clause:
f.)
g.)
h.)
i.)
j.)

The music, which was too loud, gave me a headache.
The old lady, who had lots of bags, waited for a taxi.
The bus, which was empty, sped down the street.
The loaf of bread, which she bought last week, was mouldy.
The singer, who was on the stage, sang to the audience.
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INDEPENDENT CLAUSES

DEPENDENT CLAUSES
who were pushing and shoving
C

The child was crying in the
supermarket A
The aeroplane was landing at the
airport B
The people queued to buy a
bargain C

who was lost A
which was full of passengers B

7. Create an interesting embedded clause for these sentences.
Rewrite the sentences, with the embedded clauses, on the
lines below:
f.)
g.)
h.)
i.)
j.)

The music , which was too loud, gave me a headache. example
The astronaut __________ climbed into the space rocket.
The ants ______________ built their colony.
The elderly man ______________ struggled across the road.
The rainbow ______________ stretched across a cloudless sky.

MATHS:
x

3

7

5

11

10

2

6

12

9

8

4

6

18

42

30

66

60

12

36

72

54

64

24

9

27

63

45

99

90

18

54

108

81

72

36

11

33

77

55

121

110

22

66

132

99

88

44

7

21

49

35

77

70

14

42

84

63

56

28

10

30

70

50

110

100

20

60

120

90

80

40

4

12

28

20

44

40

8

24

48

36

32

16

3

9

21

15

33

30

6

18

36

27

24

12

8

24

56

40

88

80

16

48

96

72

64

32

12

36

84

60

132

120

24

72

144

108

96

48

5

15

35

25

55

50

10

30

60

45

40

20
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Find the highest common factor of the pairs of numbers below:

5 and 20
5

16 and 24
8
4 and 10
20

4 and 8
4
15 and 6
30

Find the lowest common multiple of the pairs of numbers below:

15 and 9
45

18 and 3
18

22 and 6
66

CHALLENGE Find the lowest common multiple of these numbers below:

16, 6 and 8
48

4, 12 and 20
60
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DAY 6 - ANSWERS
MATHS:
I am a four-sided shape with a perimeter of 3 metres. What might I look
like?
(Try to come up with at least 4 different shapes and list your dimensions
below)
For example: 50cm + 50cm + 1m + 1m = 3 metres
Possible answers:
100cm + 50cm + 100cm + 50cm = 3 metres/ 300 centimetres
200cm + 30cm + 35cm + 35cm = 3 metres/ 300 centimetres
60cm + 150cm + 30cm + 60cm = 3 metres/ 300 centimetres
30cm + 150cm + 45cm + 75cm = 3 metres/ 300 centimetres
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Using a formula
When we are finding the perimeter of a rectangle, we use any of the following formulas:
e) Length + width + length + width
f) (2 x L) + (2 x W)
g) 2L + 2W
h) (L + W) x 2
Calculate the perimeter of the following rectangles using a formula
a)
b)
3cm

5cm

5cm

16cm

18cm
4cm

4cm

16cm

3cm

c)

18cm

4m or 400cm

1.2m
80cm
m

80cm
m

d)
29cm
70mm

1.2m

e)

70mm

72cm
29cm

f)

52cm

7cm
12cm

12cm
7cm

38cm

Calculate the perimeter of the following rectangles using a formula
a)
b)
2cm
34cm

16cm

36cm

17cm

102cm
c)

d)
1m
60cm

12cm
36cm

96cm

e)

3.2m or 320cm
f)
5cm
9cm

54cm

28cm

A swimming pool is 12m wide and
18m long. What is the perimeter of
the swimming pool?
The dining room table has a length
of 300 centimeters and a width of
200 centimeters. What is the
perimeter of the table in metres?

Cara’s bedroom is 8 metres long
and 6 metres wide. What is the
perimeter of her bedroom?
A farmer has 60 metres of fencing.
His rectangular farming space
measures 16 m in width and 40 m in
length. Does he have enough
fencing to enclose the space?

The school playground is 75m long
and 40m wide. What is the perimeter
of the playground?

If Mel and Jen were to do 2 laps
each of the school playground
(previous question), what would the
total distance run be?

60m

100m

28m

NO

230m

460m
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DAY 7 - ANSWERS
MATHS:
Use your knowledge of factors from last week to think about the possible
lengths and widths of the following rectangles.
2) If I am a rectangle with a total area of 32m², what are all the possible
combinations for the length and width of it’s sides?
The first one has been done for you.
1 x 32 = 32m²
4 x 8 = 32m²
2 x 16 = 32m²
2) If I am a rectangle with a total area of 16m², what are all the possible
combinations for the length and width of it’s sides?
1 x 16 = 16m²
2 x 8 = 16m²
4 x 4 = 16m²
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Using a formula
When we are finding the area of a rectangle, we use the following formula:
c) Length x width
d) L x W
Calculate the area of the following rectangles using the L x W formula
a)
b)
2cm

16cm

LxW=
2 x 16 = 32cm2
c)

4cm

9cm
75cm

0.3m

e)

LxW=
9 x 4 = 36cm2

LxW=
9 x 17 = 153cm2

LxW=
30 x 75 =
2,250cm2 or
22.5m2

d)
34cm

LxW=
34 x 10 = 340cm2

10cm

f)
7cm
12cm

LxW=
12 x 7 = 84cm2
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Calculate the area of the following rectangles using the L x W formula
a)
b)

LxW=
5 x 7 = 35cm2

LxW=
12 x 8 = 96cm2
c)

LxW=
9 x 6 = 54m2

d)

LxW=
7 x 3 = 21cm2
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Solve these worded problems using your knowledge of area

Top Tips!
Look for these key words to help you: length, width, inside, room, long, wide.
You want to carpet your new
bedroom which measures 6m in
length and 3m in width. How much
carpet will you need to buy to cover
the floor?

Your school wants to create a wall
mural that measures 220cm in length
and 170cm in width. How many
square metres will the mural be?
The city will need to rope off an area
of their park for a community event.
To make room for a big crowd the
area will need to be 140m in width
and 220m in length. What will the
area be?

18m2

374m2

30 800m2

My backyard measures 10 metres in
length and 9 metres in width. What is
the area of my backyard?

90m2

The school playground is 75m long
and 40m wide. What is the area of
the playground?

3000m2

My room has an area of 12m². What
could the length and width of my
room be?

2m x 6m
3m x 4m
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DAY 8 - ANSWERS
WRITING:
large

Major

humongous

gigantic

monumental

gracious

considerate

thoughtful

kind

nice

lovely

courteous
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unhappy

downcast

sad

glum

melancholy

woeful

superior

spectacular

wonderful

miserable

righteous

good

fantastic

amazing
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awful

unpleasant

terrible

bad
careless

atrocious

lousy

attractive

lovely

beautiful

stunning

gorgeous

elegant

striking
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MATHS:

Missing numbers
Sometimes, when finding the area of an irregular shape, there are missing
measurements. We need to use our knowledge of missing number
sentences to calculate the missing length.
Practice your knowledge of missing number sentences below:
20 - 13 = 7
13 + 5 + 6 = 24
90 - 9 = 81
15 + 15 + 3 = 33
23 - 7 = 16

In this example, the shape has been cut for
you.
I can see that 7 x 5 will give me the area of one
part: 5 x 7 = 35cm²
I can see that the other part has a length of
10cm. However, I’m not sure what the width is?
I now look at the 10cm width, and the 7cm
width. This gives me a clue as to what my
missing width measurement will be. If I write this
as a number sentence, it can help me.
10 - 3 = 7
I look at my number sentence and I can now
see my missing width measurement will be
3cm.
The area of this shape is now, 5 x 7 = (35) and 3
x 10 (30). This means the entire area is 65cm²
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Working out:

Area = 28cm2

Working out:

Area = 48cm2

Working out:

Area = 38m2
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DAY 9 - ANSWERS
MATHS:
Use the information on the previous page to complete the sentences below.
An acute angle is less than 90˚.
A straight angle is 180˚.
An obtuse angle is between 90˚ and 180˚.
A revolution angle is more than 180˚ but less than 360˚.

30˚

Acute angle

90˚
120˚
Obtuse angle
180˚
70˚
93˚

Right angle

45˚
103˚
Straight angle
140˚

DAY 10 - ANSWERS
WRITING:
Use the checklist below to critique if the ad is persuasive enough for
the reader to want to buy the house.

Guiding Questions

Yes No

Has the ad used interesting words?
Does the ad describe the house in detail?
Do you think the ad convinces the reader to purchase the
house?
Think about some of the ideas that make the ad successful. Write your ideas
below:
Example: details about space, some powerful words used.
Think about how this ad could be improved, write your ideas below:
Example: use of language to get the reader excited about the house.
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